This paper presents subdivision-based representations for both lighting and geometry in shape-from-shading. A very recent shading-based method introduced a per-vertex overall illumination model for surface reconstruction, which has advantage of conveniently handling complicated lighting condition and avoiding explicit estimation of visibility and varied albedo. However, due to its discrete nature, the per-vertex overall illumination requires a large amount of memory and lacks intrinsic coherence.
Introduction
The reconstruction of 3D real-world objects is an important topic in graphics and computer vision. Shape-from-shading (SfS) [ZTCS99, IH81, For11, JA11] and multi-view stereo (MVS) [SCD*06], are two popular techniques for reconstruction. In particular, MVS and SfS are often combined to achieve good surface reconstruction. Basically, these methods make use of the relations among 3D shapes, surface reflectance and lighting conditions to reconstruct geometry and extract surface detail. Thus the surface reconstruction often involves estimation of underlying unknown lighting, surface visibility and material property of the object, which is usually very difficult. While many of previous work have assumptions on the illumination such as distant light sources and low-order spherical harmonic (SH) lighting, new approaches have been proposed for handling arbitrary illumination and albedo [BM13, ZDI*15, KTO16] . Recently, Xu et al. [XDZ*17] introduced a concept called 'overall illumination vector' defined at each vertex of the reconstructed mesh. The overall illumination vector models the joint effect of illumination, visibility and albedo. For the purpose of reconstructing Lambertian surfaces, recovering the overall illumination vectors is sufficient. The overall illumination vectors have many advantages. For example, they are flexible in modelling the effects of complicated general illumination. They avoid estimation of the visibility function and surface albedo. However, the use of overall illumination vectors requires a great number of additional variables in surface reconstruction, which limits the number of vertices to be used for the reconstructed surface and thus affects the accuracy of the reconstruction. In addition, the discrete nature of the overall illumination vectors at vertices makes these vectors lack intrinsic coherence, which does not reflect the reality in general. This paper presents a solution to these problems. The key ideas behind the solution are in three aspects. First, instead of considering the overall illumination vectors only at the vertices of the surface mesh, we define these vectors as a vector-valued function defined over the surface. That is, when we reconstruct the surface of a 3D object from multi-view images, the overall illumination vectors can be viewed as an attribute of the reconstructed surface, which models the overall illumination effect including the underlying lighting, self-shadowing, occlusion and albedo. The per-vertex overall illumination vectors can be viewed as the samples of this function at vertices.
Secondly, how do we model or represent this vector-valued function? Considering the complexity of the reconstructed shape and piecewise smoothness of overall illumination [XDZ*17], subdivision schemes might be a good choice since they are able to model smooth surfaces with arbitrary topology. We propose to adapt Loop subdivision [Loo87] to represent this function and the reconstructed surface as well. The advantage of the subdivision-based representation is that it can use a small number of vectors to define the function and the smoothness ensured by the subdivision scheme automatically regularizes the illumination vectors.
Thirdly, note that Loop subdivision produces surfaces that are smooth everywhere. In many application scenarios, however, sharp illumination change or sharp geometry features are often observed in overall smooth illumination or surfaces. It is known that using smooth functions or shapes to model sharp features is not very effective or economic. Therefore, we need to design some mechanism to allow the inclusion of sudden changes in overall smooth functions.
Hence our solution is to use some specifically designed subdivision representations for the overall illumination and the surface, and then to reconstruct surfaces by finding the optimal control points for both illumination and surfaces. Specifically, it has three main contributions:
r We propose a subdivision scheme to model piecewise smooth vector-valued functions. We use Loop subdivision as our baseline and introduce a mechanism 'adding independent variables' to achieve sharpness, which is radically different from conventional approaches. While conventional approaches design special masks/subdivision rules for different sharp features, our approach increases the degrees of freedom for modelling sharp features, which is more suitable for adaptive refinement and global optimization.
r We apply the proposed subdivision scheme to model both illumination and surfaces. While the idea of using subdivision for surface reconstruction is not novel, designing subdivision representation for lighting or illumination is new.
r Based on the proposed subdivision-based representations for illumination and surfaces, we formulate the surface reconstruction problem as a variational problem that jointly optimizes the control meshes of the reconstructed surface and the overall illumination vectors.
The experiments on synthetic and real-world data sets have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed model and method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some related work, especially the overall illumination vectors. Section 3 introduces our new subdivision scheme for modelling overall illumination vectors. The concept is also used to represent the reconstructed surface in Section 4 which presents a variational MVS surface reconstruction method built upon subdivision representations. Section 5 reports our experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work

MVS and SfS
Seitz et al. [SCD*06] gave an excellent survey on MVS algorithms. Typically, MVS methods recover depth through photo consistencies of multi-view images and regularization on smoothness of surfaces [GCS06, CVHC08] . The methods can be roughly classified into four categories: volumetric methods [SMP07, SWW10, VHTC07], surface evolution methods [TS10, ZBH07, FG14], depth fusion methods [CVHC08, MAW*07] and region growing methods [FP10, HK07] . These methods calculate the depth through triangulation on the point matches from multi-view images. High-frequency shape details may not be well recovered from a region where good point correspondences are hard to find.
SfS methods compute surface normal from shading information. Since normal vectors reflect local shape information, highfrequency shape details can be recovered from the normal field [ZTCS99, IH81, For11, JA11, ON14]. Early SfS methods assume known illumination [IH81] , which is not the case in many practical scenarios. Recent research attempts to loosen the assumptions and targets at unknown illuminations [For11, JA11, ON14].
Spherical harmonics
Due to the complementary nature, MVS and SfS are combined in order to achieve better shape reconstruction. To model unknown lighting information, spherical basis functions are used [WWMT11, BM13, ZDI*15, KTO16, LSHG16] . SH [Gre03] are orthogonal functions defined on the sphere. They are able to compactly represent a global lighting with only a few coefficients. Wu et al. [GKPB04, HW10] is proposed to be defined on a hemisphere, other than the full sphere. It allows for a more compact representation in the situation where only hemispherical information is needed. Our work addresses the similar problem, but takes a radically different approach. We use overall illumination vectors to describe the unknown lighting, visibility, and albedo information and propose to use a subdivision scheme to represent these vectors.
Overall illumination vectors
The image formation of a diffuse surface can be approximately described by the Lambertian reflectance model [Kaj86] : where ρ(v) is the albedo of v, ω is the incident direction, I i (v, ω) is the incident radiance along ω, n(v) is the unit surface normal at v, (v) represents a hemisphere of incident directions at v and V (v, ω) stands for a binary visibility function of vertex v to direction ω. This is a model widely used by many SfS methods, which attempt to recover both geometry and lighting. The task requires the estimation of underlying lighting conditions, visibility functions and surface albedo, which is in general very difficult.
For the purpose of surface reconstruction, a concept called overall illumination vectors is proposed to simplify the task [XDZ*17]. Specifically, let (v) denote the subset of for which ω · n(v) > 0 and V (v, ω) = 1. The overall illumination vector at v is defined as
and hence Equation (1) is simplified to
It is worth pointing out that L(v) represents an overall effect of all incident lights at v. Also L(v) implicitly includes visibility and albedo. Thus shading cues depend only on the surface normal and L(v), which significantly simplifies the process of surface reconstruction.
However, the per-vertex overall illumination vector representation introduces a large number of additional variables due to the fact that each vertex v of the reconstructed mesh has a vector L(v) and the number of the vertices is usually very large. Moreover, the discrete characteristic of the per-vertex overall illumination vectors makes them lack intrinsic coherence or constraints across the neighboring vertices.
Subdivision Representation for Overall Illumination Vectors
To overcome the above-mentioned problems, we propose to model the overall illumination vectors as a vector-valued function defined over the mesh and view per-vertex overall illumination vectors as samples of the vector function at the vertices of the mesh. Note that subdivision surfaces have the advantages of defining smooth, arbitrary topological shapes using a rather coarse control mesh. Our idea is to use a subdivision scheme to model the vector function. Specifically, we adopt Loop subdivision to model the base function over a triangular mesh and propose a mechanism called 'adding independent variables' to model sharp features. The details are elaborated in the following two subsections. The method will also be adapted for modelling the reconstructed surface in the next section. Please note that other advanced subdivision methods [BMZB01, Uml05, LYLL08] can be also applied to our algorithm with proper adaptation. We choose Loop subdivision for its simplicity.
Smooth illumination vector function
We start with a coarse mesh M 0 called the base mesh and each vertex v 0 of M 0 has an overall illumination vector L(v 0 ). After 
where (V 0 , V h ) is the accumulated subdivision coefficient matrix from V 0 to V h , and it can be computed recursively by
where (V l , V l+1 ) is the subdivision coefficient matrix from level l to level l + 1. In this way, the overall illumination vectors for M h can be determined by those for M 0 and they are implicitly correlated by the subdivision rules. Also the number of vertices of M 0 is roughly 1/4 h of that of M h . Thus the subdivision-based representation provides a very compact representation for the overall illumination vectors.
Adding independent variables
Due to visibility change and other factors, the illumination may vary sharply in some regions (see Figures 3 and 5 ). However, the overall illumination vectors represented by Loop subdivision are smooth everywhere. To model sharp features, we propose an adaptive refinement method to amend the classic subdivision scheme, aiming to not only preserve the advantages of compact representation and smooth representation with the subdivision, but also accurately model sharp illumination change. Our idea is to convert some generated overall illumination vectors at vertices near the regions with sharp illumination change to independent variables. Specifically, given initial independent illumination vector set
s is the set of selected overall illumination vectors L(v l ) on subdivision mesh M l , 0 < l ≤ h, which are converted to be independent variables.
We perform the refinement in a recursive way from level 0 to level h. Let L (V s ) denote the vector consisting of all the independent overall illumination vectors L(v s i ). At each level l, we will first update the existing subdivision rules and identify the additional independent overall illumination vector set L l+1 s . Afterwards, we obtain a new variable set L l+1 = L l+1 s L l and its correspond-
Therefore, a two-step scheme is performed at each level for the refinement.
Modified subdivision rules with additional independent vectors
We modify the subdivision rules based on the observed intensities I (v). Let m ij indicate the similarity of two vertices v i and v j .
When two adjacent vertices have similar observed intensities, they are tagged as similar vertices and m ij = 1; otherwise m ij = 0. For simplicity, we use a threshold ε to determine whether the observed intensities are similar:
There are two steps in Loop subdivision, in which we perturb existing vertices (vertex points) and insert new vertices (edge points).
Vertex points. We modify the rule for perturbing existing vertices by updating the valance k
The weights are computed from k using the standard formulation in Loop subdivision. For k(v i ) = 0, the vertex v i will be assigned to itself, e.g. v l+1
Edge points. We perform the additional lighting variable selection in each edge point generation step. For an ordinary subdivision operation that an inserting point is derived from the four neighbouring vertices, as shown in Figure 2 , we check the similarity of the observed intensities I (v) between inserting point v and its neighbour
If I (v) is similar to all the observed intensity I (v nn ) for neighbouring vertices v nn , we keep the original weight and approximate L(v l+1 ) using Loop subdivision. All other cases are classified as a complex illumination region. For these regions, we add a new lighting variable L(v l+1 i ) at the vertex v i into the set L l+1 s .
For a boundary case subdivision operation, as shown in Figure 2 , we refine the overall illumination vectors in a similar manner. Since only two neighbouring vertices v nn ∈ {v a 1 , v a 2 } are related in this case, we evaluate whether their observed intensities are close to I (v) by thresholding using Equation (6). If I (v nn ) is similar to both I (v a 1 ) and I (v a 2 ), we keep the original subdivision coefficients. Otherwise, we add a new lighting variable L(v l+1 i ) into L l+1 s .
Update of subdivision coefficient matrices
Once we obtain the modified rules and the additional independent lighting variable set L l+1 s at level l + 1, we update the total independent overall illumination vector set L l+1 and subdivision coefficient matrix (V l , V l+1 ) accordingly. For the modified rules, we can change their corresponding weights in (V l , V l+1 ) directly. Then, we get the updated coefficient matrix (V s , V l+1 ) through a similar recursive manner as in Equation (5) without considering the independent vectors, thus
For a new independent vector at vertex v l+1 i , we add the overall illumination variable L(v l+1 i ) into L (V s ) and expand the matrix (V s , V l+1 ) by one column and modify its corresponding ith row, so that L(V l+1 ) can be expressed as
where L(v s ) ∈ L l are the lighting variables from previous subdivision level l.
We get the final (V s , V l+1 ) and L (V s ) after adding all the independent vectors, after which we can proceed to the next subdivision level. In this way, we can have sufficient independent variables to model piecewise smooth overall illumination field.
Subdivision-Based MVS Surface Reconstruction
We now consider the problem of reconstructing the surface from multiple images taken from different viewpoints under general, unknown illumination. Similar to the frameworks of [WWMT11] and [XDZ*17], we assume that an initial MVS mesh has been generated by an existing MVS method and the mapping between the mesh and the multi-view images has been established. What remains is to use the shading cues to adjust the positions of vertices of the mesh to recover high-frequency surface details.
Subdivision-based surface model
In both [WWMT11] and [XDZ*17], the positions of all the vertices are the variables in the optimization process. This results in high memory cost during the optimization and prevents the methods from processing larger meshes. On the other hand, we notice that the geometry of a smooth region on the surface can be represented by the positions of a few control vertices using a subdivision scheme. Therefore, we also use our adaptive subdivisionbased approach introduced in Section 3 for the positions of vertices.
Let P (V h ) denote the vector consisting of all the vertex positions P (v h i ), and P (V 0 ) denote the vector consisting of all the vertex positions P (v 0 i ). P (V h ) can be expressed as a linear combination of
where (V 0 , V h ) is the accumulated subdivision coefficient matrix from V 0 to V h . Similar to the proposed lighting model, a simple Loop subdivision-based parametrization imposes a strong smoothness on the geometry that makes some high-frequency surface details impossible to be recovered. Thus, we also apply the adaptive refinement on P (V h ). Thus
where P (V s , V h ) is the updated accumulated subdivision coefficient matrix and V s is the set of new control vertices generated using the same method described in Section 3.2 with the threshold replaced by a smaller threshold P .
Optimization
To simplify the description, we assume that the initial MVS mesh is a semi-regular triangular mesh. Denote the mesh by M = {V , E, F } where V = {v i } is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and F is the set of faces. If the initial MVS mesh is not semi-regular, it can be remeshed into a semi-regular one. Suppose M is topologically obtained from M 0 = {V 0 , E 0 , F 0 } by h iterations of subdivision described in Section 3. We have the corresponding overall illumination vectors L(V s 1 ) serving as the control overall illumination vectors and vertex positions P (V s 2 ) as the control vertex positions. The overall illumination vectors L(V ) and positions P (V ) on mesh M are the linear combination of L(V s 1 ) and P (V s 2 ), with
and
where (V s 1 , V ) and (V s 2 , V ) are the accumulated weight matrices for L(V s 1 ) and P (V s 2 ), respectively. Our goal now is to compute L(V s 1 ) and P (V s 2 ) of M.
Considering a vertex v i , we use I k (v i ) to represent the intensity value of vertex v i in its corresponding kth image. Let
where m is the number of multi-view images containing v i . Then according to (3), we have
This suggests that we introduce shading terms:
where N and N e are the numbers of vertices and edges of the mesh, respectively. The first term of E sh is the intensity error measuring the difference between the computed diffuse reflection and the average of the captured intensities. The second term of E sh is the gradient error measuring the difference between the gradients of the computed reflected radiance and the average of the captured intensities [WWMT11]. The gradient error imposes another constraint on the normal changes making the model more stable. The normal n(v i ) can be expressed as a function of v i and its surrounding vertices. Thus the shading term is a function of v i and L(V s 1 ).
We next introduce two geometry-oriented fidelity terms:
where the superscript 'in' indicates the vertices and the normals of the input mesh, and Laplacian term:
where v i is the average of all the 1-ring neighboring vertices of v i . The fidelity term is introduced to prevent the adjusted vertices v i and their normals n(v i ) from deviating from their counterparts of the initial MVS mesh too much. The Laplacian term is computed as the squared sum of the Laplacian of all vertices, which helps avoid generating singular triangles in the mesh updating process and make the updated mesh smooth.
It is observed in our experiments that the smoothness assured by Loop subdivision is not good enough to recover the overall illumination vectors. Therefore, we add a simple weighted smoothness term to further enforce the similarity of nearby overall illumination vectors in the optimization process, which is defined as
By combining all these terms together, we have our overall model:
where α, β, η and γ are the trade-off factors. In this model, the overall illumination control vectors L(V s 1 ) and the control positions P (V s 2 ) are the variables to be determined.
Numerical computation
To solve model (18), we alternatively solve two subproblems. The first one is to solve for lighting while fixing geometry; and the second one is to solve for geometry while keeping the lighting unchanged. The initial MVS model serves as the initialization. The process iterates until convergence.
1. Lighting: In this step, we assume that the vertex positions v i are fixed and only the overall illumination vectors L(v s 1 ) is treated as unknowns. The minimization problem is simplified to be This is a least-square problem. The objective function can be rewritten as β
By substituting Equation (11), the problem becomes
The control overall illumination vectors are then obtained as L(V s 1 ) =
2. Geometry: In this step, L(v s 1 ) is fixed and we find new positions P (v s 2 ) for position control vertices so that the new mesh better matches the intensity captured in the multi-view images. The problem becomes
Due to the non-differentiability of the unit normal vectors, we adopt Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to solve this problem. We rewrite the objective function as α
with the Jacobian matrix
f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) T , and the diagonal matrix diag(J T J) consisting of the diagonal elements of J T J and the damping factor μ, which is adjusted at each iteration to accelerate the convergence.
Experiments
We have conducted several experiments to validate the proposed method. We first study the effectiveness of the subdivision-based illumination model compared to the per-vertex overall illumination model [XDZ*17] on synthetic data set with ground-truth geometry. Then we perform shading-based shape recovery on challenging real-world data sets with rich geometrical details. For each example, we normalize the vertex positions using the diagonal distance of the bounding box. Then we empirically set the parameters α = 1.0e + 5, β = 1.0e + 2, η = 1.0e + 4, γ = 10 and σ = 5. We choose thresholds ε = (0.4)I max and ε P = (0.1)I max , where I max is the maximum of the observed intensities. Our experiments are conducted on a standard PC with 3.70 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU and 16 GB of memory. 2: Quantitative results on distance errors for surface recovery on DTU data sets. N V , N L and N P are the number of vertices, independent overall illumination vectors and independent positions, respectively. Acc. is the averaged relative distances (normalized by the diagonal distance of the bounding box) of ground-truth vertices to recovered surfaces.
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Evaluation on subdivision-based overall illumination model
We validate our lighting model by computing the distribution of L(v) on the synthetic data under general and natural lighting conditions from lighting probe images of [Deb08] . A light probe image is an omnidirectional, high dynamic range image that records incident illumination conditions at a particular point in space. Such images are captured under general and natural illumination conditions. We use the light probe image 'campus' to illuminate a semi-regular mesh 'buddha'. We first generate a base mesh with 2K vertices by a mesh simplification process via edge collapse, followed by performing three times Loop subdivision to obtain a semi-regular mesh with 128K vertices. We extract light sources using the MedianCut method of HDR Shop from each light probe image. During light source extraction, we set the number of extracted light source to be 4 and 32, which leads to two lighting configurations, 'campus4' and 'campus32'. Figure 4 shows the meshes of 'buddha' illuminated by the two light sources.
We compare our method with the per-vertex-based overall illumination model in [XDZ*17] and three other baselines, i.e. (i) per-vertex model with the additional smoothness constraint E Ldif replacing the original TV-based constraint; (ii) a simple subdivisionbased model; (iii) a subdivision-based model with the additional smoothness constraint by E Ldif . The quantitative results are shown in Table 1 , where we evaluate both angular and magnitude errors on the recovered overall illumination vectors. The illumination vectors directly computed from the light sources are used as our ground-truth for lighting. Note that we use both ground-truth normals and MVS normals during the evaluation since our proposed lighting model is used for surface recovery which generally does not have an accurate input surfaces. To generate normals that are likely different from those of the accurate surface, we apply Laplacian smoothing five times to oversmooth the 'buddha' model for the computation of the initial normals. Table 1 shows that our subdivision-based illumination model greatly reduces the number of variables required to model the overall illumination vectors. Similar results are observed on experiments with ground-truth normals and initial normals. The number of independent overall illumination vectors drops from 128K for the pervertex overall illumination vector of [XDZ*17] to a few thousands with the proposed subdivision-based illumination model. Table 1 also shows that the smoothness assured by Loop subdivision is not good enough for lighting recovery. That is, the results generated from the subdivision-based method without any additional smoothness constraint have large angular and magnitude errors. The weighted smoothness term E Ldif achieves a similar effect of TV term used in [XDZ*17]. But an augmented Lagrangian method (ALM)-based solver that has an additional loop during the optimization is required for solving the TV-based approach. Thus, the proposed method is faster than the TV-based ones. In particular, for the 'buddha' data set, the computational time for overall illumination vector recovery using TV-based method and proposed method is ∼5 min and ∼1 min, respectively.
On the other hand, it can be seen from the results that the proposed adaptive refinement on the subdivision-based overall illumination model improves the accuracy of the recovered overall illumination vectors. As shown in Figure 3 , our proposed adaptive refinement scheme adds independent overall illumination vectors at the sharp illumination change regions, while still preserving overall subdivision smoothness, avoiding overparametrization on the lighting variables. Figure 5 visualizes the improvement of the refinement on the 'buddha' model with 'campus4' lighting. This suggests that a straightforward application of the subdivision constraints on the illumination model has difficulty to recover the hard shadow regions and might result in a wrongly smoothed shading effect. results also become worse due to insufficient degrees of freedom for modelling the overall illumination changes over the mesh.
Evaluation on surface reconstruction
Since the proposed illumination model is mainly used for diffuse surface recovery, we test our method on surface recovery for various real-world data sets. We select four scans from DTU MVS Data Set [AJV*16], which contains various models including stuffed toys, animal statues and groceries, as shown in Figure 7 . These data sets are with rich geometric details and non-uniform albedos. High-quality 3D scanned point clouds are provided by the DTU data set and we use them as ground-truth for the shape recovery evaluation. We adopt MVS methods [JP11] to generate an initial mesh as an input for later shading-based refinement. We adopt the same procedure for generating a semi-regular mesh as in Section 5.1. We compare with our implemented fourth order SH-based method [WWMT11] and the per-vertex illumination model [XDZ*17] on the same semiregular mesh input. We also run our proposed method on input mesh with higher resolution but using similar amount of variables. Particularly, the low-resolution input meshes contain ∼120K vertices and the high-resolution input meshes contain ∼512K vertices through three times Loop subdivision from a base mesh with 2K and 8K vertices, respectively. Please note that we only modify the topology of the initial input MVS meshes and their input geometries are unchanged. This is achieved by projecting the generated semi-regular meshes back to the corresponding input MVS mesh. We adopt a GPU-accelerated implementation to perform the projection, which takes less than 1 min for each mesh. The baseline method of firstly performing shading-based refinement on a low-resolution mesh followed by subdividing the refined mesh to a high resolution mesh is omitted in this experiment, since direct mesh subdivision introduces geometry distortions.
Our quantitative results are shown in Table 2 . It can be observed that the proposed method significantly reduces the number of overall illumination variables used while improves the accuracy of the recovered surfaces compared to the per-vertex illumination model [XDZ*17]. For visual comparisons, we also perform a test on a captured real-world scene using the same experimental settings, as shown in Figure 8 . In this example, 25 images with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 are captured under challenging natural lighting with shadows. Since the ground-truth is in the form of point cloud, which in general has an unsatisfying rendering quality, the input mesh with colour is visualized as the reference for surface details. Visual comparison is provided in Figure 9 with highlighted regions showing better surface details recovered from our proposed method on both DTU data sets and our captured real-world example.
Computational cost:
The proposed model significantly reduces the computational time. Wu's method [WWMT11] takes half an hour to estimate the lighting and visibility functions for a mesh with 30 K vertices. The computational time increases when dealing with a larger mesh. In our case, it only takes 2-7 min to compute the overall illumination vectors on meshes with 512 K vertices. The averaged computational times for the surface refinement are approximately 5, 2 and 1 h on the same input mesh with 120 K vertices for the methods of Meanwhile, the proposed lighting model requires 2.5-5% memory cost compared to [XDZ*17]. In addition, our proposed adaptive subdivision-based scheme on vertex positions reduces the number of vertices to about 40%, enabling the possibility of shading-based geometry refinement on larger meshes.
Limitations:
Although the proposed method achieves memory efficiency and is capable to handle illumination modelling for Lambertian surface that contains a large number of vertices, our current shading-based refinement framework may not handle non-Lambertian effects well, such as reflective or transparent objects. Our current implementation also has other drawbacks. First, the number of base mesh vertices should not be too small. Otherwise the semi-regular mesh fails to be projected to the input mesh which may introduce large geometric distortions. Secondly, the running time of the entire framework is still relatively long in our current implementation. It would be interesting to use a parallel scheme for acceleration on GPU by utilizing the hierarchial structure of the semi-regular mesh.
Conclusion
We have described a subdivision-based variational approach for recovering surface details of objects from multi-view images captured under general unknown illuminations. Adaptive subdivision schemes are proposed to model both lighting and the reconstructed surfaces. This thus reduces the number of variables used in the optimization procedure and achieves memory efficiency. It also enhances the regularization of the lighting. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can well recovery illumination and surface details of Lambertian objects, and use a much smaller number of variables.
